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Preface
Some objects in our museums attain with time a status
as national treasures, and we find them often depicted in
standard handbooks about our prehistory. In spite of frequent exposure, the underlying context and the find circumstances as well as the significance of this information
may be almost unknown and unpublished. The find of
spectacular equestrian equipment at Sösdala is an example
of this. The Sösdala finds – in reality two separate depositions – remained mainly known in the 20th century as eponym of one of the decorative styles during the Iron Age,
while questions about context and significance received
little scholarly attention. Now Charlotte Fabech and Ulf
Näsman have set this omission right with an impressive
monograph that is the outcome of six years of work. The
source-critical review of the find recovery and the rather
confusing archaeological investigations that followed is exemplary and exciting. The finds from Sösdala also became
pawns in a political struggle between the museums in
Lund and Stockholm. The question was whether the finds
should be incorporated in the national collections of the
Swedish History Museum in Stockholm or be a valuable
supplement to the regional collections at the Historical
Museum at Lund University? After much debate and both
private and official correspondence the Museum in Lund
prevailed and the finds, together with the Fulltofta finds,
were permanently placed in a table display case in the Iron

Age exhibition hall. Here generations of archaeology students learned about the Sösdala style. In 2007 the finds became part of a new exhibition “Barbaricum – Uppåkra and
the Iron Age of Scania”.
With fresh eyes and knowledge and curiosity in ample
measure, Charlotte and Ulf have studied the unique artefacts and had them analysed with new methods and approaches. Analyses of metal alloys and niello as well as microscopic study of the punched decoration have given new
clues to the technology and origin of the equestrian equipment. Scholars first interpreted the finds as religious offerings but today much speaks in favour of considering the
depositions as part of a funerary ritual for a dead mounted warrior. Probably South Scandinavian horsemen, who
served in Germanic hosts in the wide realm of the Huns,
are behind the Sösdala and Fulltofta depositions. During
their journeys on the Continent they met mounted nomads and became acquainted with their strange funerary
rituals. The rituals were performed some distance from
the burial place and included the destruction of the dead
warriors’ horse tack. The ideas of such rituals were brought
home by returning Scandinavians and eventually transferred to Scanian soil, plausibly in an attempt to assert new
power positions. Perhaps Charlotte and Ulf have identified
a once owner of horse tack from Sösdala in a male burial
at the nearby Vätteryd cemetery. Obvious similarities in
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horse tack and context of the Fulltofta find, 15 km south of
Sösdala, also indicate that the respective owners ought to
have known one another.
The closest parallel to the parade bridle of Sösdala was
found at Kačin in Ukraine. In the same way as Sösdala
speaks about far-reaching cultural contacts in the 5th century, Charlotte and Ulf have established an international
research team of scholars from Sweden in the north, Germany and France in the west and Poland and Russia in the
east. All have contributed valuably to an understanding of
the equestrian elite during the Migration Period. The book

Резюме
Предисловие
В Предисловии директор музея говорит о значении находок
в Сёсдале и Фультофте, ныне являющихся частью собрания
Исторического музея Лундского университета. Он дает высокую оценку колоссальной работе, проделанной при подготовке этой публикации группой исследователей и редакторами проекта – Шарлоттой Фабек и Ульфом Несманом.
Благодаря книге «Всадники Сёсдалы и всадническая элита
Европы V в.» Сёсдала и Фультофта займут заслуженное место в истории Европы. После этой публикации находки из
Сёсдалы и Фультофты займут надлежащее место в постоянной экспозиции, посвященной Железному веку на территории Скании.
Лунд, 20 мая 2017 г.
Пер Карстен
Директор Исторического музея
Лундского университета
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Preface

The Sösdala horsemen – and the equestrian elite of fifth
century Europe gives Sösdala and Fulltofta their justified
place in European history. In connection with the publication, the finds from Sösdala and Fulltofta will be displayed
temporarily but then they will be given their proper place
in the permanent exhibition of the Iron Age in Scania.
Lund, 20 May 2017
Per Karsten
Museum Director
Head of the Historical Museum at Lund University

Introduction
Charlotte Fabech & Ulf Näsman

In 1929 the history of the Sösdala find began when workers discovered a large number of mounts of horse tack in
a gravel pit. The lucky story of how the Sösdala find was
saved reminds us of how much of our knowledge about
early history is based on accidental circumstances. Most
archaeological objects are in fact lost before they are noticed, recorded, stored in a museum and perhaps exhibited.
And many arrive at museums with little if any information
about find circumstances. So it is important that there are
people outside universities and cities, who have an interest
in history and who are actively involved in their community. Without the efforts of Carl Mellton, the elementary
school-teacher in Sösdala, the find would have been lost.
The Sösdala find rapidly became internationally famous
after a paper in German written by John-Elof Forssander
appeared in 1937. He coined the term “Sösdala style” that
soon became established in the art history of the Migration
Period. But most of the objects remained unpublished and
the fame of the name threw them in deep shade.
In 1986 Charlotte saw the Sösdala find for the first time
in the exhibition at the Historical Museum at Lund University. She was there to prepare her MA thesis. Realising that
the find spot is situated near the large Vätteryd cemetery
with stone ships, she also went to Sösdala to experience the
local setting of the find. Both the artefacts and the ritual
deposition point from Sösdala towards south-eastern Europe. Since that year she hoped once to be able both to publish the find and to discuss the find context internationally.
Significantly, Sösdala artefacts were absent when a large
exhibition “Germanen, Hunnen und Awaren. Schätze der
Völkerwanderungszeit” opened in 1988 at the museums in

Nuremberg and Frankfurt am Main. The only existence of
“Sösdala” was as a style concept. The peripheral position of
Scandinavia was also obvious in the research programme
“The Transformation of the Roman World”. But the archaeological record of Migration Period Scandinavia can
tell another story, one of Scandinavian involvement in European history, as attempted by Ulf at a workshop in 1996
in Strasbourg.
The bridle from Sösdala is a centrepiece of interaction
between South Scandinavia and south-eastern Europe.
The complete publication of the Sösdala find demonstrates that South Scandinavia in the Migration Period was
an integral part of Europe. We hope it will contribute to
changing the view that South Scandinavia is an uninteresting periphery outside the real Europe.
That a Sösdala publication should not be a monograph
but a volume of studies became clear after Charlotte’s visit in 2001 to Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna. There
she bought a new book Barbarenschmuck und Römergold.
Der Schatz von Szilágysomlyó. It was read on the train back
to Denmark. It is a collection of interesting papers about
a significant find and has excellent artefact photographs.
It became our ideal for a publication of Sösdala. But other research projects, easier to finance, came first and years
would pass before Sösdala came on the agenda.
In 2008 Charlotte received a grant to investigate whether a project to publish the Sösdala find could be realised. In
the years 2009–2012 the possibilities of a Sösdala publication project was investigated but it was only when Charlotte
and Ulf in 2012, independently of one another, received an
invitation to contribute to a conference, Inter Ambo Maria,
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in the Crimea (Ukraine) that the Sösdala project began to
materialise. We decided to cooperate and to give a joint
paper about Sösdala, subsequently published in the conference proceedings in 2013. To present Sösdala seemed
appropriate at a conference in south-eastern Europe. The
reception after our presentation was overwhelming. For
the first time archaeologists understood the exceptional
qualities of both the content and the context of the Sösdala find. We concluded that many scholars in Central
and Eastern Europe would also appreciate a full Sösdala
publication. After the conference we stayed a couple of
days in Istanbul and realised that our next step had to be
a workshop in Lund where we could discuss a publication
project with invited scholars of importance. To publish a
find of such international significance we needed support
of scholars with greater knowledge of the archaeological
record of Western and Eastern Europe as well as domestic scholars with special expertise. We received economic
support to arrange a workshop and a number of scholars
were invited; all promised to participate.
In May 2013 we gathered at the Historical Museum at
Lund University to study the Sösdala finds and to discuss
the possibilities for future collaboration concerning a Sösdala publication (fig. 1). The museum generously opened
its doors to us and arranged that the whole find complexes
from Sösdala I and II as well as Fulltofta were available for
close study. All invited were positive and we are grateful
that they accepted our invitation to contribute of their
time, engagement and knowledge. We promised to apply
for money for the necessary preparatory work: scientific
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Introduction

Fig 1. Participants in the 2013 Sösdala workshop in front of the Historical Museum at Lund University.
From left to right: Svante Fischer, Jerry Rosengren, Anneli Sundkvist, Per
Karsten, Lovisa Dal, Michel Kazanski, Anna Bitner-Wróblewska, Bengt
Nordqvist, Charlotte Fabech and Ulf Näsman. Photo unknown passer-by.
Fig 2. Ulf Näsman, Charlotte Fabech and Lovisa Dal discuss the Sösdala objects in the library of the Historical Museum at Lund University.
Photo Daniel Lindskog.

analyses, artefact cleaning and new colour photography,
drawings of bridle and saddle reconstructions and artefact cross-sections, layout and printing as well as a second
workshop (fig. 2). Fortunately, many foundations viewed
our applications favourably, and after some time the economy of the project was consolidated. We are grateful to the
foundations that granted our requests.
In November 2015 a second workshop was held in Lund
for a final discussion of finds, interpretations and conclusions. The authors presented their contribution, and discussions were lively during fruitful days in Lund. To make
the find places Sösdala and Fulltofta and their surrounding landscapes more present to the participants we went
to visit the sites. It was a risky business at that time of the
year; the weather forecast said cloudy, 6 degrees Celsius
and maybe snow. We did get a little snow, but everything
went fine (fig. 3)!
It is hard to understand how difficult it is to finance a
project like Sösdala. The large research foundations do not

support this kind of research, so we had to find support in
smaller private foundations. The foundations that generously contributed to the publication are:
Anders Althins Stiftelse
Beckett-Fonden
Berit Wallenbergs Stiftelse
Dronning Margrethe II’s Arkæologiske Fond
Ebbe Kocks stiftelse
Stiftelsen Konung Gustaf VI Adolfs fond för svensk kultur
Lennart J Hägglunds Stiftelse
Letterstedtska föreningen
Magnus Bergvalls Stiftelse
Stiftelsen Oscar Montelii fond
Sven och Dagmar Saléns Stiftelse
Working with Sösdala has been like opening Pandora’s
Box. New unexpected questions appeared constantly. We
have tried to catch them and find answers, but sometimes
it felt overwhelming with more questions than answers.
Finds such as Sösdala represent only the tip of an iceberg
of unknown material. Other similar finds are other tips but
we do not know whether they belong to the same iceberg
or are separate. In fact we think this is a positive result –
our main goal is to give Sösdala its just place in the discourse about the epoch-making centuries in the middle
of the first millennium AD. Now the Sösdala and Fulltofta
finds are put to work. Other scholars will have access to the
complete material from Sösdala and Fulltofta and hopefully they will find new questions to ask and new interpretations to present. The lack of a full publication explains why
the Sösdala finds have been largely overlooked; another
explanation is linguistic difficulties. In the workshops discussions were polyglot with comments in Danish, English
(dominating), French, German, Russian and Swedish. In
an attempt to remedy this we publish in English with résumés and captions in Russian.
Another complication in our scholarly communication
was that similar chronological concepts have different
content in Scandinavia and on the Continent (fig. 4). On
the Continent the Migration Period phase D1 is roughly
contemporary with the later part of Scandinavian Late Roman Iron Age phase C3, Continental D2 corresponds to

Fig 3. The participants of the second workshop 2015 at the Sösdala
gravel pit.
From left to right: Bengt Nordqvist, Svante Fischer, Olle Andersson,
Anneli Sundkvist, Per Karsten, Dieter Quast, Ulf Näsman, Anna Bitner-Wróblewska, Bertil Helgesson, Anna Mastykova, Michel Kazanski,
Charlotte Fabech and Lovisa Dal. Photo Stig Jensen, the coach driver.
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Fig 4. The relation between Scandinavian chronological phases C3, D1
and D2 (bottom) and Continental chronological concepts.
After fig. 20 in Kristoffersen, S. & Magnus, B. 2010. Spannformete kar.
Udvikling og variasjon. Stavanger. Summary. and Abb. 30 in Tejral, J.
1997. Neue Aspekte der frühvölkerwanderungszeitlichen Chronologie
im Mitteldonauraum. In: Tejral, J. et al. (eds). Neue Beiträge zur Erforschung der Spätantike im mittleren Donauraum. Brno: 321-391. Cf.
Abb. 41 in Rau, A. 2010. Nydam mose 1. Die personengebundenen
Gegenstände. Grabungen 1989–1999. Aarhus/Højbjerg: Summary.

Charlotte Fabech & Ulf Näsman
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BRIDLE
(headstall and snaffle)

SADDLE
headpiece
cheekpiece
throatlash

browband

pommel
seat

cantle

starp junctions

saddle rings
saddle blanket
haunch strap

noseband

breeching

loose-ring
snaffle
reins

haunch junction
martingale

breast collar
pendant straps
girths
shoulder junction
shoulder strap

Scandinavian D1 and Scandinavian D2 to Continental D3
and Early Merovingian phases Alte Merowingerzeit I–II. To
avoid misunderstandings we use the terms Scand-D1 and
Cont-D1.
For scholars who never mounted a horse the terminology of the many mounts and straps necessary to bridle and
saddle up a horse was a challenge. After good advice from
Anneli Sundqvist and Alan Crozier as well as much surfing on the Internet we decided on a terminology of horse
tack (fig. 5). The localisation of the main sites treated in the
book is found on a map (fig. 6).
In this publication of the finds from Sösdala and Fulltofta the artefacts are reproduced on the scales of 1:1 or 3:4
(75%) in the catalogues. All other illustrations are reproduced on various scales when nothing else is stated.
Many individual persons and scholars have helped
us in various ways. We owe them all many thanks: Hans
Chr. Andersen, Kent Andersson, Olle Andersson, Anders
Andrén, Maria Panum Baastrup, Jan Bemmann, Jenny
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Fig 5. The terminology of horse tack used in the Sösdala publication
is applied to a reconstruction of a “Sösdala horse”. For corresponding
term in Russian, see résumé. Drawing Erika Rosengren.

Bergman, Ruth Blankenfeldt, Audronė Bliujienė, Hampus Cinthio, Sophia Cinthio, Lisbeth Eilersgaard Christensen, Lars Ersgård, Nicolo Dell’Unto, Lotta Fernstål,
Marei Hacke, Jan Peder Lamm, Kristina Jansson, Kristina Jennbert, Stig Jensen, Igor’ Khrapunov, Birgit Körge,
Per Lagerås, Nina Lau, Maxim Levada, Ulla Mannering,
Magnus Mårtensson, Mats Mogren, Björn Nilsson, Anders Ödman, Chatarina Ödman, Karl Erik Olsson, Ingvar
Ottosson, Jonas Paulsson, Karen Stemann Petersen, Peter Vang Petersen, Andreas Rau, Judyta Rodzińska, Jerry
Rosengren, Tom Sandström, Arne Sjöström, Frans-Arne
Stylegar, Kaj Thuresson and Helena Victor.
And warm thanks to Per Karsten, head of the Historical
Museum at Lund University, who accepted our sugges-

tions and gave us free hands in our work with the exceptional Sösdala find complex, indeed a great privilege.
Finally our many thanks to those who contributed as
authors, drawer, editors, photographers or translators:
Anna Bitner-Wróblewska, Enrico Cappellini, Alan Crozier, Lovisa Dal, Svante Fischer, Bertil Helgesson, Per
Karsten, Michel Kazanski, Jesper Laursen, Nikita Khrapunov, Daniel Lindskog, Meaghan Mackie, Anna Mastykova, Bengt Nordqvist, Snorre Näsman, Dieter Quast,
Per Ramqvist, Erika Rosengren, Konstantin Skvortsov,
Anneli Sundkvist and Ola Svensson.
This publication never had the goal of covering all aspects of the Sösdala finds. Our focus is to present the artefacts of the three finds, Sösdala I–II and Fulltofta, and to
expose the outstanding craftsmanship. Another purpose
is an update of the information about classical questions
such as chronology, provenance, style and interpretation
of find context. We also make an attempt to write the biography of the parade bridle of Sösdala I. Now we hope other
scholars will use the publication to put forward new questions and interpretations. A few scientific analyses were
made with good results. Obviously other scholarly and
scientific analyses will bring further discoveries, analyses
we had neither the time nor the resources to carry out. It
has been very rewarding to handle and study such rich and
exciting archaeological find material. The Sösdala-Fulltofta complex offers new routes to an understanding of the
societal changes in a tumultuous period when the classic
world collapsed and a new Europe was formed.

∙Högom
∙Finnestorp
∙Vennebo
Sösdala
∙
∙
Fulltofta
∙Nydam
∙Šosseynoe
∙

∙Kacin
∙Jakuszowice
∙Bar
∙Untersiebenbrunn
∙Szeged-Nagyszéksós
∙Cosovenii de Jos

Babenhausen

Fig 6. The localisation of the main sites treated in this volume.

Резюме
Введение
Шарлотта Фабек, Ульф Несман

История находки в Сёсдале началась в 1929 г., в гравийном карьере. Находка погибла бы, если бы не усилия Карла Мельтона, учителя начальных классов из Сёсдалы. Международную
известность Сёсдальской находке принесла статья Йона-Эло-

фа Форссандера, опубликованная в 1937 г. на немецком языке. Он предложил выделить стиль «Сёсдала», но большая
часть находок осталась неопубликованной. В 1986 г. Ш. Фабек
впервые увидела находку из Сёсдалы в Историческом музее
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Лундского университета. С тех самых пор она надеялась опубликовать находку и информацию о ее контексте в издании,
которое привлекло бы внимание международной аудитории.
В 2008 г. Ш. Фабек получила грант для изучения вопроса
о том, возможна ли реализация проекта по изданию находки
из Сёсдалы. Когда в 2012 г. Ш. Фабек и У. Несман независимо друг от друга получили приглашение принять участие в
конференции «Inter Ambo Maria» в Крыму, то решили сделать совместный доклад о Сёсдале (опубликован в сборнике
материалов конференции в 2013 г.). Доклад был встречен с
энтузиазмом. Стало ясно, что многие исследователи из Центральной и Восточной Европы оценят полную публикацию
комплекса из Сёсдалы.
В мае 2013 г. небольшая группа исследователей собралась
в Историческом музее Лундского университета для изучения находок из Сёсдалы и обсуждения соответствующей
публикации (рис. 1). В ноябре 2015 г. в Лунде прошел второй семинар, на котором снова обсуждались эти находки, их
интерпретации и результаты исследования. Чтобы познакомить участников проекта с местом, где были открыты находки из Сёсдалы и Фультофты, была предпринята экскурсия на
эти памятники (рис. 3).
Задачу осложняло то обстоятельство, что близкие хронологические концепты в Скандинавии и на Европейском
континенте имеют разное наполнение (рис. 4). Чтобы избежать непонимания, мы будем использовать такие термины,
как, например, «период D1 по скандинавской хронологии»
(«Scand-D1») и «период D1 по европейской хронологии»
(«Cont-D1»). Терминология, описывающая различные накладки, зажимы и ремни, использовавшиеся в узде и седлах,
представляла собой отдельную проблему, и потому пришлось
определиться с терминами, описывающими конскую упряжь
(рис. 5; см также русскую терминологию в нижеприведенном
списке). Местоположение основных памятников, о которых
пойдет речь в этой книге, отмечено на карте (рис. 6).
BRIDLE (headstall and snaffle)
browband
cheekpiece
headpiece
loose-ring snafflе
cheek-bar snaffle
noseband
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УЗДА (оголовье и удила)
налобный ремень
нащёчный ремень
затылочный ремень
трензель
мундштук
носовой ремень

reins
strap junction
throatlash

поводья
распределитель ремней
шейный ремень

SADDLE
breast collar
breeching
cantle
girth
haunch junction

СЕДЛО
нагрудный ремень
шлея
задняя лука
подпруга
распределитель ремней 		
(на крупе коня)
спинной ремень
мартингал
подвесочный ремень
передняя лука
потник
подпружное кольцо
сиденье
распределитель ремней
(на плече коня)
плечевой ремень

haunch strap
martingale
pendant strap
pommel
saddle blanket
saddle ring
seat
shoulder junction
shoulder strap

Эта публикация не ставит целью дать всесторонний анализ
находок в Сёсдале. Наша задача – опубликовать вещи из
трех памятников: Сёсдалы I–II и Фультофты. Другая задача
– уточнить информацию по таким «классическим» вопросам, как хронология, происхождение, стиль и интерпретация контекста находки. Будем надеяться, что другие исследователи используют эту публикацию, чтобы сформулировать
новые вопросы и предложить новые интерпретации. Комплекс Сёсдалы-Фультофты предлагает новые возможности
для понимания социальных изменений в бурное время гибели античного мира и формирования новой Европы.

Подписи к иллюстрациям
Рис. 1. Участники Сёсдальского семинара 2013 г. на фоне Исторического музея Лундского университета. Слева направо: Сванте
Фишер, Джерри Росенгрен, Аннели Сундквист, Пер Карстен, Ловиса Даль, Михаил Казанский, Анна Битнер-Врублевская, Бенгт
Нордквист, Шарлотта Фабек, Ульф Несман. Фото неизвестного
прохожего.
Рис. 2. Ульф Несман, Шарлотта Фабек и Ловиса Даль обсуждают
вещи из Сёсдалы в библиотеке Исторического музея Лундского
университета (фото Даниэля Линдскога).
Рис. 3. Участники второго семинара 2015 г. у гравийного карьера в
Сёсдале. Слева направо: Бенгт Нордквист, Сванте Фишер, Олле
Андерссон, Аннели Сундквист, Пер Карстен, Дитер Кваст, Ульф
Несман, Анна Битнер-Врублевская, Бертиль Хельгессон, Анна
Мастыкова, Михаил Казанский, Шарлотта Фабек, Ловиса Даль.
Фото Стига Йенсена, водителя автобуса.

Рис. 4. Соотношение между фазами C3, D1 и D2 по скандинавской
(внизу) и европейской хронологии (по: Kristoffersen, Magnus 2010 fig.
20 (Spannformete kar. Udvikling og variasjon. Stavanger. Summary);
Tejral 1997 Abb. 30 (Neue Aspekte der frühvölkerwanderungszeitlichen
Chronologie im Mitteldonauraum // Neue Beiträge zur Erforschung
der Spätantike im mittleren Donauraum / ed. J. Tejral et alii. Brno: 321–
391); ср.: Rau 2010 Abb. 41 (Nydam mose 1. Die personengebundenen
Gegenstände. Grabungen 1989–1999. Aarhus; Højbjerg: Summary).
Рис. 5. Термины, описывающие конскую сбрую, использованные в
публикации комплекса Сёсдалы, на графической реконструкции
«коня из Сёсдалы». Соответствующая русская терминология
дана в тексте выше (рисунок Эрики Росенгрен).
Рис. 6. Местоположение основных памятников, упомянутых в
этой книге.

Charlotte Fabech & Ulf Näsman
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Chapter 10

Saddle and bridle from Högom,
Central Sweden
Per H. Ramqvist

Based on the rich chamber grave from Högom, Medelpad, Central Sweden, dated to c. AD 500, the
saddle and the so-called battle bridle are discussed. The well-preserved artefacts could be analysed in
detail. The battle bridle can be reconstructed in detail since most of the leather straps were preserved.
A reconstruction of the ring saddle is presented. It is also argued that most of the Scandinavian saddle
finds had the same construction. The differences are mainly the curvature of the front saddle bow and
the style in which the mounts were shaped. There is a large gap in knowledge about what the saddles
of high-ranking Roman riders looked like. Since no ring saddles are known among contemporary nomads, the Scandinavian use of ring saddles could either be a regional invention or more plausibly a
copy of such elements used by the late Roman aristocracy. The saddle could have been transformed
in much the same way as Roman belt mounts were transferred to the Sösdala and Nydam styles and
later Style I.
Ramqvist, P. 2017. Saddle and bridle from Högom, Central Sweden. In: Fabech, C. & Näsman, U. (eds).
The Sösdala horsemen – and the equestrian elite of fifth century Europe. Jutland Archaeological Society.

One of the most famous graves in Northern Europe from
the Migration Period was excavated 1949–1951 at Högom
just outside Sundsvall, Medelpad in Central Sweden by
Dagmar Selling and Sverker Janson from the Central Board
of National Antiquities (map fig. 6 in Introduction). In no.
2 of the four large mounds a 5 × 2 m large and unrobbed
chamber was found (Ramqvist 1990, 1992; Nockert 1991).
Due to advanced excavation methods, long before their
time, the unrobbed content of the chamber could be retrieved extraordinarily well (Ramqvist 2014). The unusu-

ally rich equipped chamber has been dated to c. AD 500,
mostly due to the frequent presence of Salin’s style I. The
chamber in the large mound, its location in the landscape
where crossroads met, along with the other extraordinary
features on the site (Ramqvist 2016), make the site an important central place of economic, political and probably
also of religious power.
The artefacts in the grave show that the buried aristocrats in Högom for several generations were part of a vast
interregional network in Europe. This network stretched
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Fig. 1. Plan of the burial chamber in mound no. 2 at Högom. The position of the deceased is interpreted by the author. Finds no. 9 in the
bottom part of the plan belong to the saddle and find no. 7 in the low
right is the battle bridle.

from western Norway through western and eastern Europe and is reflected in the material remains in the chamber, such as the facetted glasses, bronze cauldron and plate,
the sword and its mounts, and not least the fantastic horse
equipment such as the saddle and one of the bridles. Note
that the populous region of the Mälar Valley does not seem
to have been part of these socio-political alliances.
The chamber
Mound no. 2 at the cemetery at Högom contained a 5 × 2
metre large and compressed wooden chamber. Its original
height was impossible to determine, but it must have been
about 1–1.5 m considering that some of the grave content
probably was placed on the walls of the chamber (cf. fig. 1).
The chamber was furnished like a kind of two-room
apartment with a “private” part where the deceased was
laid on a wooden bed and an “official” room with a saddle and two bridles. Also placed there were most of the
containers surrounding a bronze plate with an exclusive
comb. It seems as if the official room was intended for
two, the deceased and an allied peer. In the private room
and also on the bed, full military equipment was placed,
with spatha, shield, two axes, a bow (probable) with 36
red-painted arrows, lance and spear. On the chamber floor,
on and under the deceased, several kinds of furs were
found, including bear, marten, beaver, reindeer/roe deer,
sable, polecat, seal, and pinniped or musquash. On the bed
personal hygienic utensils were also placed in pouches and
wooden cases. The red dress with its decorated termination bands was well preserved (Nockert 1991). A second
greenish spare dress was placed under the head of the deceased. Together the two dresses had over seventy clasp
buttons of gilded silver and bronze. Gold items occur in
the form of two finger rings, two spoonlike pendants; two
gold pins (for barter) placed in a leather bag riveted to the
belt and one unminted gold tablet on the chest of the deceased, an obol.
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a)

b)

c)

Fig. 2. a: Photo of the front bow as it was recovered directly after the
excavation. Leather-seams, filling, mounts and rings are in place. There
are also parts of a bearskin that covered almost the entire chamber floor
visible to the right. – b: Interpretation sketch: front side and – c: Rear
side of front bow showing the different materials of the front saddle. 1=
wood; 2= bronze; 3= leather-seams; 4= visible straw filling; 5= animal
fur (secondary); 6= leather. Drawing: Per H. Ramqvist.

Salin’s style I occurs on several objects, most elaborately
on the mouthpiece of the sword scabbard and the twelve
clasp buttons on the sleeves, but also in a fragmented form
on the wooden case for the beard shears. The occurrence
of style I is the basis for the dating of the chamber. If we
took these objects away the dating would be about one
century earlier, meaning that most of the more luxurious
objects in the chamber were antiquities at the time of the
disposal!
The saddle
General observations and interpretations
The best-preserved saddle in Northern Europe was found
in the eastern part of the chamber. Like all the other objects in the chamber it was of course compressed, but substantial parts, especially the front bow, were quite well preserved (fig. 2).

The saddle and its mounts were found on top of two of
the saddle-girth buckles. which can indicate that it either
was placed that way on the chamber floor, or more probably the saddle was placed on a kind of scaffold, table or
the like. In that part of the chamber several rounded, decorated and mounted rods etc. were found, indicating some
kind of furniture.
As could be judged from the recovered parts of the saddle it consisted of a front and a rear bow, both equipped
with bronze mounts. The front bow was approx. 33 cm
high (from the assumed horse to the top of the middle part
of the bow). All of the main functional parts of the saddle
were preserved.
The skeleton of the saddle bow was made of wood, even
though only tiny wooden fragments could be observed by
the excavator Dagmar Selling. Partially better preserved,
however, was the elaborate wooden lath, running from the
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Fig. 3. A loose fragment of the conical wooden lath. The lath was shaped
in accordance with the bronze mounts, cf. fig. 4. Drawing: Andrzej
Link.

bottom to the crown of the front bow. This lath was well
preserved, probably due to the immediate contact with
the bronze mounts. It was well adjusted to both the lower
animal mounts and to the flat mounts on the upper part
of the bow. The wooden lath had a 10 mm wide and flat
bottom and an 8 mm wide top, i.e. slightly conical (fig. 3).
On the flat top two fine parallel lines were carved about 1
mm inside the edges. The bottom part of the lath was widened and provided with groups of transverse grooves and
hence adjusted to the mounts. These details show that the
saddle was made by one hand and not a result of secondary
additions.
In direct contact with the leather seam on the underside of the front bow, there is one tiny fragment of another
light, rectangular wooden lath (fig. 2) about 8 mm wide.
This lath is not nearly as well-shaped as the upper one. It
has however been impossible to examine it more closely
without destroying the saddle, and it is uncertain whether
it happens to be a twig from the wooden frame or a lath
running all the way on the underside of the wooden skeleton. There are some more hints of the latter.
The front saddle bow was covered with leather. Several
preserved seams were found and there were also parts of
leather preserved on the flat mounts. Of special interest
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leather seam

Fig. 4. The “stratigraphic” cross-section of the saddle bows was: 1) on
top the bronze mounts; 2) the leather cover; 3) the elaborate wooden
lath; 4) the straw filling 5) the wooden skeleton and possibly 6) a simple
wooden lath. Drawing: Per H. Ramqvist.

are the leather fragments found on the underside of one
of the flat bronze mountings. This shows that the wooden
lath was once covered with leather (for the “stratigraphic”
cross-section, see fig. 4).
These occurrences indicate that the physical front bow
was about 40 cm wide at the bottom and approx. 33 cm
high. The width of the bow at the top was roughly 5 cm
with an increasing width below the mounts to a maximum
15 cm. The saddle blade, which was resting on the horseback, was at least 4 mm thick (cf. fig. 5).
Saddle mounts
On top of the bow all the way around there were metal mounts, on the crown in the form of flat thin bronze
rails (10 mm wide and 2.5 mm thick) and lower down
towards the horse back each side was terminated with
the animal-headed bronze mounts. In the middle of
each animal-headed mount there was a rectangular hole
through which a staple with cavetto bronze ring had been
fastened.
Most details can be provided about the front bow (fig.
2), which contained a two-piece bronze mount on each
side of the bow. The lower part of the mount had a hole
in the middle for a bronze ring and had terminations in

front bow

Fig. 6. One of the animal-headed bronze mounts from the front saddle bow in Högom. Note that the animal head to the right (upper) is
more elaborate with elevated eyes and nostrils. These more elaborate
animal-heads were facing the potential rider. Photo SHM.

rear bow
5 cm

Fig. 5. Reconstruction sketch of the front and rear bows of the Högom
saddle. Note that the height of the rear saddle bow is just a suggestion.
Drawing: Per H. Ramqvist.

the form of animal heads. As a collar of the animal heads
there were four flat silver wires incrusted in the mount
(fig. 6). The animal heads to the right, i.e. the side of the
mount turning upwards towards the rider, are somewhat
more elaborate with elevated eyes and nostrils compared
to the smoother animal head facing down, the left head.
According to the excavator Dagmar Selling the flat top of

each eye cylinder was also covered with thin silver sheets
with concentric decorations (Ramqvist 1992:79).
The mounts on the back bow were smaller. The ring on
the saddle’s left back bow is turned vertically, all the others horizontally. The staple of the vertical ring mount also
differs from the others as it has only one leg, while all the
other have two. The mounts of the back bow were smaller
than those of the front bow, but made in the same style.
The upper animal head in this case too was more elaborate,
with protruding nostrils. Silver inlays, however, only occurred on the rear bow on the lower heads of the mounts
and consisted of only one flat silver band.
It is interesting to note that there are no signs of wear
on the saddle parts at all. But on the right side of the front
saddle bow the wooden lath has been damaged (fig. 2),
a sharp cut at approx. 45 degrees apparently caused by a
sword or an axe. It has been roughly mended with a not
particularly well designed bronze sheet, which has been
fastened by bronze rivets hammered into the wooden lath.
This is surely enigmatic, a saddle not much used but nevertheless deliberately damaged.
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Fig. 7. Original drawings made during the excavations. Left: how the
large bronze nails were attached in the saddle, beside the staple. Right:
how a leather strap was fixed to one of the bronze rings on the front
saddle bow. Drawings: Dagmar Selling.

Fastening of the rings into the front saddle bow
From some of the finds with saddle-rings it is obvious that
they were hammered through a wooden skeleton of the
saddle and bent to 90 degrees on the rear side, which made
them sit properly. From other finds, however, such as some
of the rings from Sösdala, it can be seen that they are twisted in different ways. Since many of the finds are ritually deposited the saddles could have been deliberately disassembled and distorted and from a constructional aspect are
not necessarily to be trusted. In the undistorted Högom
case, however, none of the four staples for the rings have
been bent. Instead a separate large bronze nail was used,
82 mm long, with a rounded shaft, 7 mm in diameter at
the top and with a flat round head 13 mm in diameter and
2 mm thick (figs 2b-c and 7). These large bronze nails were
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hammered in beside the mount at an angle and 22 mm of
the point of the nail was hammered back at 90 degrees
to clinch the staples of each ring. Such bronze nails were
used only for the front saddle bow. This fastening method
seems unique, and as far as I know no similar bronze nails
have been found together with saddle mounts from the
Migration Period finds.
Most of the measurements of the saddle could be estimated from the observations made concerning the front
saddle bow. Statements regarding the rear saddle bow are
that it was not identical to the front bow. There are no
signs of whether the saddle bows were standing straight
or leaning.
What can also be said about the saddle bows is that
the animal mounts of the front bow are curved at an angle of approx. 143 degrees, while the back mounts indicate
a steeper form at roughly 130 degrees (where 180 degrees
represents a straight mount). Dagmar Selling mentions in
her excavation report, however, that the rear bow had the
same filling and leather cover as the front bow. She also
states that it consisted of “2 mot varandra vända, lika delar,
längre än framkarmen och utan träskena” (“2 equal parts
turned towards each other and longer than the front bow
and without a wooden lath” my transl.).
What she really means is uncertain, but my interpretation is that the rear bow, like the front bow, under the pressure of the collapsing chamber, had been divided into two
parts and that “längre” (“longer”) possibly means wider.
The rear bow was obviously not as elaborate as the front
bow since it missed both the wooden lath and the upper
flat bronze mounts. But one conclusion seems clear, namely that it had a “slimmer waist”, which allowed an elegant
yet broad back support (cf. reconstruction sketch fig. 5).
The height of the rear bow is uncertain.
On the original drawings made by Dagmar Selling
during the laboratory excavations, she noted that a 15 mm
wide leather strap was attached to one of the saddle rings
of the front bow (fig. 7). This tells us something about the
rings actually having a function and not only being a symbolic ornament. It is plausible that these leather straps had
to do with breast-girth and breeching. The saddle rings
are not connected to a saddle girth, since this was found
in the form of two pairs of sturdy bronze buckles. They

evidently show that the saddle girths consisted of two 35
mm broad leather straps (Ramqvist 1992:83, pl. 57–59;
Ahlqvist 2008:27ff.).
Notes on the dating, function and reconstruction of
the saddle
Concerning the dating of the artefacts in chamber grave
no. 2 in Högom, it is obvious that several “antiquities”
(heirlooms), were buried with the deceased (Ramqvist
1992:222ff.). Several of the artefacts were about one century old when they were placed in the chamber around AD
500. That is true, for instance, for the Vestland cauldron,
the bronze dish, the two facetted glasses. It is therefore
no surprise that the saddle and the bridle (below) also
both belong to the 5th century AD. Of course it is weak
to convey a negative argument such as the lack of Style I
ornaments, but it seems fair to say the horse equipment
belongs to an older style tradition, formulated under the
term “Sösdala style” (Karlsson 1983:163). This seems to be
the case in several aristocratic graves, not least in Norway
and particularly the example “Lopsthaugen” in Hordaland (Schetelig 1912:83ff.). All the artefacts, including a
solidus (375–383) could be dated to c. 400 AD, but there
were also two tiny fragments of a silver mount. These were
ornamented with Salin’s Style I and hence dated the grave
to the late 5th to the mid 6th century AD. This situation
is identical with the Högom chamber and illustrates the
archaeological difficulties when, for instance, regional
customs favour keeping heirlooms. Today it is impossible
to understand what decisions lay behind the final deposition of the antiquities together with an aristocrat. It can
possibly be connected to variations in the inter-regional
peer polity interactions and relations between peers and
how different negotiations between them developed, etc.
Let us say that alliances were established AD 400 between
Högom and peers in Thüringen. These relations were kept
for some generations, when suddenly the political situation in Thüringen changed and the old descendants were
killed or dismissed. Then perhaps the oldest to die in
Högom at that time were given all the artefacts saved and
connected to that relation to follow him in the chamber,
so the partners could meet in Valhalla or maybe in Paradise or in Hades and continue their alliance.

Comparable saddle findings
It is easy to believe that the inspiration of the saddle emanated from the eastern and south-eastern nomadic tribes
intruding and interacting with Europe during the Late
Roman Iron Age and the Migration Period. This also may
have been the case regarding the formal construction of the
blade saddle, but not when it comes to the embellishment
and final expression of the saddles. Metal mounts and rings,
etc. that seem relatively common on Scandinavian saddles
have never occurred on Hunnic saddles found hitherto (cf.
Tkačenko 2010). This seem to be a Scandinavian tradition
starting at the latest at the beginning of the Late Roman
Period (Carnap-Bornheim & Ilkjær 1996:272–273). The
early mountings are round and made of thin forged bronze
sheets and the rings are smaller. Later on, as in Sösdala
and Högom, the mounts are heavier and cast (cf. Fabech
& Näsman 2013). The heavier mounts also require a better and more stable base for attaching the mounts on the
saddles. That could be one reason to involve more wood
in the construction. I am not convinced, however, that the
early saddles e.g. from Illerup did not have a wooden skeleton. Even though the rings, nails and the other mounts
are lighter they were nevertheless fastened and hammered
into some solid material, probably a little steadier than the
wooden laths discussed by Carnap-Bornheim & Ilkjær
(1996:115–116). As has been pointed out above, the Högom
saddle probably had a framework of a combination of solid
wood and wooden laths. A hypothesis therefore could be
that the type of saddle found in Scandinavia from the beginning of the Late Roman Period is the same type as we
find in Högom and its successors during the Merovingian
Period. The differences are mainly the kind of mountings
they were equipped with, from light hammered and forged
bronze sheets to heavier cast mounts.
The so-called Prunksätteln in Continental Europe are
few and mostly represented by metal mounts from the front
saddle bow. In the known cases they are embellished with
cloisonné with almandine or glass stones and gold rivets in
a way not found in the Migration Period finds of Scandinavia (cf. Vierck 1972; Arrhenius 1983). This kind of saddles
occurs however during the late 6th century boat graves in
Vendel and Valsgärde, northern Uppland (Arrhenius 1983).
However, the saddles discussed here are about one century
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Fig. 8. An example of the placement of the saddle mounts found in Vännebo, Västergötland. Sketch by Per H. Ramqvist after the illustrations
in Norberg 1929.

older. It is important to note that all metal mounted saddles belong to the aristocratic groups of Central and North
Europe (e.g. Quast 1993) and that on the Continent and in
Högom they are found in graves. In South Scandinavia they
are only found as ritual depositions (cf. Fabech 1991; Näsman chapter 7). This circumstance highlights another issue,
not in focus here, namely the existence of distant alliances
between petty kingdoms and their aristocracies during the
Migration Period (cf. Ramqvist 1991).
The number of sites with saddle traces mentioned in
Ramqvist (1992:84) is today almost the same, but new
knowledge has been obtained since, not least from the
sacrifice of military equipment at Finnestorp in Västergötland in Sweden where new excavations have been conducted (e.g. Nordqvist 2005; 2006 and chapter 11). Horse
trappings (and some other artefacts) found there are also
the closest parallels to the Högom horse tack found hitherto. One of the animal headed saddle mounts has much in
common (Nordqvist chapter 11 fig. 22). The same goes for
some of the bridle parts (see below).
The saddle mounts from Sösdala have their best counterparts in Vännebo, Västergötland (SHM inv.nr. 6511;
Norberg 1929). In the latter find, however, two mounts
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Fig. 9. Drawing of the bridle in situ during the excavation. Drawing:
Dagmar Selling.

demonstrate that the lower part of the saddle bow could be
terminated at right angles, which contrasts with the normal smooth terminations shown by all the other known
saddle mounts (cf. Norberg 1929:106). Compare its 90-degree (fig. 8) termination with the 143 degrees of the front
saddle bow in Högom. This difference indicates that the
saddles had different appearances and that the Vännebo
saddle is divergent. This mount also shows that the earlier
reconstructions presented by Norberg (1929) and others,
suggesting that the bronze mounts were fastened in both
the bow and the saddle board, are wrong. The mounts
were fixed only on the bow.
The bridle and snaffle
Two snaffles were found in the Högom chamber. The more
simple iron snaffle (a casual snaffle) with loose rings and
a tripartite bit was found directly by the southern wall of
the chamber, while a more elaborate and well-preserved
bridle and snaffle was found along the northern wall of the
chamber (cf. fig. 1). The headstall of the snaffle with loose
rings is not reconstructable since only tiny fragments of
the leather straps were preserved. Two smaller iron rings, a
large buckle with two strap attachments, a cavetto ring and

Fig. 11. The bit with related mounts. Note that the right side (to the left
on the photo) have an animal-headed rein mount and a human mask
(cf. fig. 12). Photo: Gunnel Jansson, SHM.

Fig. 10. Numbered parts of the battle bridle. The arrangement is made
according to the interpretation of its design shown in fig. 14. Drawing:
Per H. Ramqvist.

eight iron strap end mounts (pendants) also belonged to
the snaffle (Ramqvist 1992:77f.; pl. 44–47). The text below,
however, only concerns the so-called “battle bridle”.
This more elaborate of the two bridles, the “battle bridle”, was probably hanging on the northern wall of the
chamber. In earlier literature (e.g. Ramqvist 1990:41) this
snaffle has wrongly been called a curb, but the right term
should be snaffle (cf. Sundkvist 2001:23).
Due to several bronze and silver rivets, nails and mounts
on the bridle much of the leather straps was preserved,
quite in contrast to the ring snaffle where only fragments of
the leather straps were left. The excavation revealed a kind
of “structural mess” (fig. 9), although it is quite possible
to decode. It had substantial parts left of the leather straps
and could be reconstructed in essential parts (fig. 10).
Like all the other artefacts the bridle was heavily compressed and salvaged in 26 different pieces of leather, iron,
gilded bronze and silver (figs 9–10). The leather straps

were generally made of two 10 mm wide and 2–3 mm thick
strips riveted and sawn together to a normally 5 mm thick
strap. The straps were 22 mm wide and 8 mm thick where
they connect to the hinged mounts (nos. 17 and 22 on fig.
10). The rein straps also seem to have had the same size.
The rivets are made of bronze with domed heads covered
with silver sheets. They are grouped in pairs and placed at
relatively even intervals on the straps. Where straps meet,
the joint is fastened with a somewhat larger bronze rivet
with flat head without silver cover. On the right side of the
bridle, there is a 111 mm long bronze mount with a widened central part (no. 6 on fig. 10). Along the edge of the
mount there is a thin carved line. It is a double mount with
bronze top and a bottom part of iron and between these
there is a 6 mm thick double leather strap. Both the leather
strap and the bottom iron mount are cut in the same form
as the upper bronze mount. The bronze and iron mounts
and the leather strap are riveted together with four bronze
rivets with domed and silver covered heads. There is no
counterpart of the left side of the bridle.
The bit is made of iron, made from a rectangular iron
bar measuring 9 × 7 mm on the right side and 10 × 10 mm
on the left side (fig. 11). It is provided at the centre with a
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Fig. 12. Detail of the iron linking mount of the right side of the bridle.
The photo shows the gilded silver oval with the two “eyes” of the human
mask. Photo: Gunnel Jansson, SHM.

Fig. 13. The rein mount on the right side of the bit showing an animal
head covered with punched semicircles and triangle figures. Photo:
Gunnel Jansson, SHM.

forged elliptical port, measuring 64 × 11–20 × 9 mm. Both
ends of the bit are bent to form loops, which are attached
around the cheek bars. The edges of the iron bar are not
rounded, making it a very sharp bit.
The cheek bars are made of iron, gently S-curved 135
and 145 mm long respectively and 10 mm thick at the centre. They have tapering ends and on top each has a gilded bronze sleeve in the form of a plastic head of a bird of
prey. On the centre of each bar there is a loop for the rein
mounts and the head straps to be attached.
The hinged mounts attached to the loops of the cheek
bars are mounted on a 22 mm wide and 4+4 mm thick
leather strap. They are made of bronze and riveted to the
strap by three silver-covered domed bronze rivets. Between the rivets the semicircular fixing plate of the mount
is provided with a gilded silver sheet. These sheets have
punched ornaments; the left one in the form of semicircles and the right one with semicircles and triangles. On
the right mount punched semicircles form a cross and
in each of the four fields of that cross three triangles are
punched.

Between the iron loop on the cheek bar and the hinged
mounts there is a connecting link of iron. The right one of
these linking mounts is more elaborate than the left one.
Close to the hinged mount it has been forged out into a
form closely resembling a stylised human face or mask
measuring 21 × 20 × 3 mm (figs 11–12). Its flat upper surface was gilded and has two, probably drilled, semicircular
ornaments close to the place where a human face should
have its eyes. The form of this part of the mount and the
placement of the semicircular ornaments reinforce the impression of a human face or mask.
Only on the right side of the 21 mm wide rein strap there
is an 84 mm long mostly gilded bronze mount in the shape
of an animal head (fig. 13). The head itself is 40 mm and
has a 6 mm broad “collar” closest to the 23 × 20 mm large
fixing plate of the mount. The mount terminates with a
ring, which was attached to the loop of the animal-headed
cheek bar. The fixing plate has a small ridge running from
the collar to the ring. Three rivets, of which the middle
one is 8 mm in diameter and has a domed silver-plated
head, hold a silver sheet in place as well as the leather rein
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the bridle. Even a detail such as the punched ornaments on
the otherwise identical hinged mounts are more complex
on the right side. What that really means is unclear, but
could have to do with certain aspects of ceremonial rites
and which side should be exposed to the public, or something of that kind.
There are as always uncertainties with a reconstruction
of bridles (fig. 14), but several clear things are present such
as the crossing straps in the middle of the horse’s forehead.
There are no traces left of the upper part of the headpiece
and the lower part of the noseband, i.e. the part under the
mandible, which probably means that these parts of the
bridle were not equipped with bronze mounts. That these
straps actually existed is seen on fragments nos. 1, 5, 26 and
24 (fig. 10).

Fig. 14. Reconstruction of the “battle bridle” from Högom. Drawing:
Per H. Ramqvist.

beneath the mount. This silver sheet is ornamented with
punched ornaments on both sides of the ridge, in the form
of semicircles placed with their opening towards each other. The head of the animal is covered with rows of punched
alternating triangles and semicircles.
Notes on reconstruction of the “battle bridle”
It is notable that most of its elaborate mounts and ornaments are placed on the right side of the bridle. Even if the
difference between the two sides is not large it is nonetheless quite obvious in its asymmetry. The extra strap mount,
the gilded mask figure and the elaborate rein mount in the
form of an animal head are all placed on the right side of

Other bridles
On the whole my reconstruction of the bridle is a close
parallel to the ideas presented by Bunte (1961) concerning the Sösdala II bridle and the example from Thorsbjerg
(Engelhardt 1863 pl. 13). This, however, represents the
older type of horse equipment with rein chains and saddles with lighter, forged sheet mounts, found in several of
the offerings of military equipment in South Scandinavia,
such as Illerup in Jutland as well as Skedemosse on Öland.
Bridles with cheek bars are old and common in the southeast European material (Werner 1985). But there are far
fewer with animal-headed cheek bars from the Migration
Period. One of the best parallels can be found in the Finnestorp sacrifice in Västergötland, where a plastic bird
of prey has its beak rolled in towards the throat (Nordqvist chapter 11 fig. 16). On the Continental examples we
often find bits with decorated cheek bars and sometimes
stylised, implied animal heads (cf. Akhmedov 2002).
Among the central European as well as among the eastern
nomadic groups another type of snaffle with loose rings
is most common (Akhmedov 2002; Quast 2007). There
are no certain opinions about the differences of the two
kinds of snaffles (cf. Sundkvist chapter 9), and they can
both be equipped with a similar kind of bit, but the more
elaborate animal heads certainly belonged to the elite of
the communities.
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Conclusions
The horse equipment in mound no. 2 in Högom also includes iron spurs, and perhaps some of the wooden artefacts partly preserved in the area of the saddle could have
been the handle of a horse whip or the like.
The horse equipment from Högom as a whole shows
very few signs of wear; on the saddle hardly anything and
on the bridle there are traces of wear on the small bronze
loops on fragment 26 (fig. 10). It is of course hard to judge
the wear on the iron loops of the bit since they are very
rusty and have been conserved. But the few notable wear
marks show that the horse equipment was only used occasionally.
In Scandinavia Högom hitherto is unique with its
grave goods in the form of horse equipment. The closest
parallels are found with some of the elites in contemporary Continental burials such as Krefeld-Gellep, Ravenna, Tournai (Childeric) and similar, i.e. in the top stratum
of the late 5th and early 6th centuries. But even though
there are similarities, there it is also a large difference in
the type of saddle equipment. No saddle rings and associated mounts have been found outside Scandinavia.
This means that all the saddle parts found in Scandinavia
belong to the kind of saddle represented by the one in
Högom. The approximate size, the curvature of the front
saddle bow, the tree skeleton, the filling and the leather
cover are traits to be found on all Scandinavian saddles.
The transition angle on the lower part of the front bow
(i.e. where the actual animal headed mounts are placed)
vary from the almost straight Sösdala mounts (nos.
I:200–201 in the catalogue) via Högom to the steepest
with a 90-degree angle, in Vännebo (fig. 8). But these differences are just cosmetic and have nothing to do with
the construction of the saddle. Since there are hitherto
very few Migration Period finds with saddle mounts (for
example none in Norway), it is hard to speculate about
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what these cosmetic differences actually meant. Geographical, chronological, social?
Even though there are excavated saddles in south-east
Europe, not a single element of the so-called ring saddles
has as yet been found in any grave from the steppes. The old
hypothesis of, for example, Norberg (1929), that the rings
and mounts were inspired by the Roman military saddles
seems fair. But it is also probable that the idea of the blade
saddle and the cheek bar snaffle originated among the
Pontic nomads (cf. Akhmedov 2001, 2002). There is however a large knowledge gap concerning the saddles among
the Roman top stratum. It is well known that the Romans
used different kinds of saddles; they obviously also had
parade saddles or the like and high-ranking officers probably also had elaborate saddles. What did they look like?
Obviously they existed and were significant since Emperor Leo I (emperor 457–474) banned the decoration
of saddles with pearls and gemstones (Quast 2007:50).
Even though it is a negative argument it is plausible that
the high-ranking Romans had mounted saddles (maybe
with rings). Perhaps a similar process took place with the
saddles as with the belt mounts of late Roman soldiers in
the provinces. These soldiers carried, among other things,
belts with cast bronze mounts, often with geometric ornaments in chip-carved technique and punched ornaments.
The edges of these mounts and buckles were flanked by
animals in a plastic style. The animals could be lions, dolphins, etc. Decorations of this kind were brutally transformed on the South Scandinavian mounts, leading to
what we call Nydam and Sösdala styles and to Salin’s style
I, the very hallmark of the artisans work during approximately one century between AD 450–550. The objects
were successively covered with symbols of Old Norse religion. Saddles, bridles, and other martial objects among
the aristocracies in Scandinavia were also to a large degree
attributed to the martial god Odin.
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Резюме
Седло и узда из Хёгома в центральной Швеции
Пер Х. Рамквист

В этой статье рассматривается так называемая «узда боевого коня» на основании седла и одной из двух уздечек,
найденных в богатой и неразграбленной камерной могиле

в Хёгоме (Медельпад, центральная Швеция), датируемой
рубежом V–VI вв. Выдающаяся сохранность этих вещей
позволяет проанализировать ряд деталей, отсутствующих
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в других находках из Северной Европы. Представлена реконструкция седла с подпружными кольцами, в частности,
его передней луки и ее внутренней структуры. Приведены
доказательства того, что конструкция большинства седел,
найденных на территории Скандинавии, в той или иной
степени напоминает седло из Хёгома. Различия затрагивают
главным образом изгиб нижней части передней луки седла,
оформленной бронзовыми оковками, и стиля этих оковок.
Указанный изгиб демонстрирует линию изменений – от
почти прямых экземпляров из Сёсдалы, через находку из
Хёгома, вплоть до двух оковок седел из Веннебо, завершение
которых образует прямой угол.
Узду боевого коня можно реконструировать во всех подробностях. Большая часть кожаных ремней сохранилась
благодаря многочисленным бронзовым и серебряным заклепкам. Узда и удила были ассиметричны: справа, если смотреть со стороны всадника, использовались металлические

накладки более тонкой работы и более сложная орнаментация. Это можно интерпретировать как указание на того,
что их использовали как в военных, так и в церемониальных
целях.
В наших представлениях об облике седел высокопоставленных римских всадников имеется существенный пробел.
Поскольку седла с подпружными кольцами в культуре синхронных кочевников до сих пор не обнаружены, подобные
седла, бытовавшие в Скандинавии, были либо местным
изобретением, либо, что более вероятно, результатом копирования соответствующих элементов, принятых у римской
аристократии. Трансформация седла могла напоминать
эволюцию римских поясных накладок, результатом которой стали накладки типов «Сесдала» и «Нидам», а впоследствии вещи в «Первом зверином стиле» (по Бернхарду
Салину).

Подписи к иллюстрациям
Рис. 1. План погребальной камеры в кургане № 2 в Хёгоме. Положение погребенного реконструировано автором. Находки № 9
в нижней части плана были частями седла, находка № 7 внизу
справа – узда боевого коня.
Рис. 2. a) Фотография передней луки седла сразу после окончания
раскопок. Фрагменты кожаного чехла со швами, набивка, оковки и подпружные кольца находятся на своих местах. Здесь же –
фрагменты медвежьей шкуры, почти полностью покрывавшей
пол камеры справа. – b, c) Графические реконструкции передней
и задней стороны передней луки седла с указанием материалов, из
которых сделана передняя часть седла: 1 = дерево; 2 = бронза; 3 =
фрагменты кожаного чехла со швами; 4 = остатки соломенной
набивки; 5 = мех животного (от другого элемента погребального
инвентаря); 6 = кожа (рисунок Пера Х. Рамквиста).
Рис. 3. Обломанный фрагмент конической деревянной планки.
Форма планки соответствует бронзовым оковкам (ср. рис. 4; рисунок Анджея Линка).
Рис. 4. «Стратиграфический» поперечный разрез седельных лук:
1) верхние бронзовые оковки, 2) кожаный чехол, 3) сложная деревян-
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ная планка, 4) соломенная набивка, 5) деревянный каркас, 6) вероятно, простая деревянная планка (рисунок Пера Х. Рамквиста).
Рис. 5. Графическая реконструкция передней и задней луки седла
из Хёгома. Отметим, что высота задней луки седла предполагаемая (рисунок Пера Х. Рамквиста).
Рис. 6. Одна из оковок передней луки седла из Хёгома с изображением головок животных. Отметим, что головка животного
справа (верхняя) – более тонкой работы, с приподнятыми глазами и ноздрями. Такие головы животных более искусной работы
смотрели на всадника (фото Шведского исторического музея).
Рис. 7. Оригинальные рисунки, выполненные во время раскопок,
показывают, что: a) крупные бронзовые гвозди находились рядом
с крепежным шипом подпружного кольца; b) к одному из бронзовых колец на передней луке седла крепился кожаный ремень (рисунок Дагмар Селлинг).
Рис. 8. Вариант реконструкции седла с оковками, найденного в
Веннебо в Вестергётланде (чертеж Пера Х. Рамквиста по иллюстрациям в: Norberg 1929).

Рис. 9. Узда in situ в процессе раскопок (рисунок Дагмар Селлинг).
Рис. 10. Пронумерованные детали узды боевого коня, размещенные
в соответствии с ее реконструкцией, предложенной на рис. 14
(чертеж Пера Х. Рамквиста).
Рис. 11. Удило с накладками. Отметим, что на правой стороне
(на фотографии слева) имеется накладка на повод в виде головки
животного и человеческой личины (ср.: рис. 12; фото Гуннел Янссон, Шведский исторический музей).

Рис. 13. Накладка для повода с правой стороны узды с изображением головки животного, покрытая штампованными изображениями полукругов и треугольников (фото Гуннел Янссон, Шведский
исторический музей).
Рис. 14. Реконструкция узды боевого коня из Хёгома (рисунок
Пера Х. Рамквиста).

Рис. 12. Деталь железного зажима, соединявшего удила с оголовьем
в правой части узды. На фотографии – овал из позолоченного
серебра с двумя «глазками» человеческой личины (фото Гуннел
Янссон, Шведский исторический музей).
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Sösdala is a famous name in European archaeology of the Migration Period.
But the fame of the name has thrown the find itself in deep shade. This is
surprising since it contains mounts from an exquisitely decorated parade bridle, the closest parallels to which are found in Austria, Poland, Romania and
Ukraine. The craftsmanship equals the best Late Roman metalwork.
The content of the Sösdala finds reveal that individuals from South Scandinavia were involved in the turmoil in eastern and central Europe when the
Late Roman Empire disintegrated. The context, depositions of dismantled
horse tack in gravel ridges, is explainable with reference to Nomadic funerary
rituals following the burial of prominent horsemen.
https://en.unipress.dk/
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